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Dear reader,
 
TikTok life hacks, iced oat milk lattes and trend-setting ‘90s fashion looks – these aren’t all
that Gen-Z are about. Being the first digitally native generation, they spend a lot of time
online, and are driving trends in spaces such as creator-run businesses, social and
community gaming and unconventional career paths. This September, we released our first
Gen-Z Perspectives: 2022 Report penned by our colleagues, Abhijit Gupta, Khushbu
Topandasani and Benedict Tan, with the aim of demystifying this increasingly influential
demographic.

Speaking of living digitally, we’re so glad to have been able to break out of Zoom screens and
hold our first in-person community event in Singapore since the pandemic, Hard Questions
with Jeffrey Tiong, co-founder of our portfolio and unicorn, PatSnap! We were heartened by
the overwhelming participation as Jeffrey shared some of the toughest moments of his
entrepreneurial journey with a highly engaged and interactive audience!

We are also pleased to be kickstarting a new monthly column series, 'Due Diligence' on The
Business Times. With the recent turmoil at venture capital-backed startups rattling the
ecosystem across South and South-east Asia, I thought it's timely to discuss the role of VCs
in managing startups and dealing with corporate governance. Read our first column below.

Last but not least, we are celebrating our portfolio companies who recently closed funding
rounds — Signzy raised $26M, Kuku FM raised $21.8M and StoreHub raised $13.5M. This is
Kuku FM’s second raise in 2022!

Read on to see what we’ve been up to this month, and don’t forget to catch up on our Gen-Z
report to get all the tea!

Happy reading!

Carmen Yuen

GEN-Z PERSPECTIVES: 2022

As Gen-Z is on the cusp of becoming the most influential demographic, what are the
key overarching trends and characteristics that we, investors and businesses should
watch out for?
 
After months of extensive research on this increasingly influential demographic, we
have identified 5 key trends driven by Gen-Z in the next decade, and present these
trends in depth in our latest report, Gen-Z Perspectives: 2022.
 
Find out more and sign up to receive exclusive access to the full report.

Get the report

PORTFOLIO SPOTLIGHT

Indian Digital Banking Infrastructure Provider Signzy raises a $26 M Series B Round

Banking infrastructure company Signzy has raised US $26 M in its latest round of fundraising. The
fresh funds will be used to bolster Signzy’s existing product line and drive adoption of its platform
across banking and financial services clients. Signzy currently serves more than 250 financial
institutions worldwide.

Read more

Kuku FM Raises $21.8 M in Funding Led by Nandan Nilekani's Fundamentum

Indian vernacular audio content platform Kuku FM has raised a new round of $21.8 M to expand its
catalogue, strengthen the content creation ecosystem and more. Kuku FM aims to grow its
subscriber base to $10 M paid users by the end of next year.

Read more

Malaysian POS Platform, StoreHub Raises its $13.5 M Pre-Series B

F&B retailer POS platform StoreHub recently completed a successful Pre-Series B fundraising
round, raising $13.5 M. StoreHub has achieved remarkable results, having brought on over 100
new hires in the last 6 months to meet surging demand from its new customers.

Read more

VERTEX PERSPECTIVES

Business Times Column: The Role of Venture Capital in Managing Startups

Due diligence refers to the process of gathering and making sense of information with respect to an
investment from various sources. Our General Partner Carmen Yuen writes as a guest columnist
with the Business Times, emphasising the importance of having oversight and board participation
for VCs, as well as shedding light on some common red flags that investors should be mindful of.

Read more

Hard Questions with Jeffrey Tiong - Event Recap

Innovation intelligence platform PatSnap started in 2007, when technology for working with
intellectual property was still relatively nascent. In front of a 100-strong audience, Hear founding
CEO, Jeffrey Tiong's answers to a series of ‘Hard Questions’ about his more than decade-long
entrepreneurial journey in this recap.

Read more

Do you know? We have an Instagram Page!
Subscribe now

Follow us on Instagram and be the first to hear from our colleagues and portfolio on
industry insights.

Follow us on Instagram

IN THE NEWS

Pace Enterprise is 5th on Linkedin Top Startups Singapore List.
 
Dailybox launched KISARASA, an 8-episode docuseries featuring Indonesia’s
incredibly rich culinary heritage. Watch it on YouTube here.
 
The Parentinc was selected as one of Forbes’ Asia 100 to Watch 2022 list!
Congratulations!
 
Validus announced a key partnership with Citibank, setting up a US $100m financing
facility for SME financing.
 
NIUM CEO Prajit Nanu recalled in this short memo 3 times when his company almost
died, and left some highly valuable words of advice for newer founders.
 

Follow us on LinkedIn for the latest news

Be the first to know about our news, events, when our portfolio companies raise
funding or clinch significant milestones. Follow us here.

ABOUT US
 

Vertex Ventures Southeast Asia and India (VVSEAI) invests in high-growth start-ups
seeking their first round of institutional venture capital funding in Southeast Asia and
India, with a primary focus on Singapore, India, Indonesia, Thailand and other
emerging hubs of innovation across the region.
 
VVSEAI has a long and strong track record of investing in early-stage startups and
building champions like Grab, Patsnap, 17Live, Nium, FirstCry, Licious, AsianParent,
Validus, Warung Pintar, and others. Visit www.vertexventures.sg for more.

 
Like what you are reading? Subscribe here.
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